The Dire Need for ORGAN DONORS

113,000+ Americans are on the waiting list for an ORGAN TRANSPLANT.

~17,000 Americans have been on the waiting list for 5+ years.

~9,500 New Yorkers are waiting for an organ.

NY has the 3rd HIGHEST need for organs but has the 2nd LOWEST donor registration rate.

35% of NY adults are registered organ donors compared with 58% of US adults.

14 AMERICANS DIE EVERY 24 HOURS WAITING FOR AN ORGAN

SHORTEN THE TRANSPLANT WAIT LIST BY JOINING THE REGISTRY:

1. Sign up through the NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES IN-PERSON OR ONLINE AT DMV.NY.GOV
2. Sign up when you REGISTER TO VOTE
3. Enroll through NY State of Health when applying for health insurance at NYSTATEOFHEALTH.NY.GOV
4. Complete a paper or online registration form at DONATELIFE.NY.GOV